Tonight on ACTD U.S.S. Huron, Part III of USS Huron Storyline: “The Memory Remains.” Segment titled: “Don’t Tread On Me”
<CTO_LtJG_Tom> ::on the bridge of the Protecteur, at tactical::
<FCO_Mara> ::takes helm on the Protecteur::
<CMO_Lennier> ::walks into sickbay of Protecteur:: Self: looks great
<SO_Lt_Berlin> ::At Sci looking over the LRS Scans::
<Ens_Solan> ::Stands bye Mara:: Mara: Why are we here?
<CMO_Lennier> ::goes into the office and sits in his chair::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::in HD on Protecteur::
<CMO_Lennier> Self: I should get this place set up ::goes into main sickbay and prepares all the biobeds etc::
<CEO_Thornne> ::in HD on Protecteur::
<SB OPS> COM USS Protecteur, you are cleared for Emergency Departure. Good Luck.
<FCO_Mara> Solan: We are leaving to find your killer.
<CO_Prin> ::on bridge, in her chair::  AS; Contact SB, get clearance to leave…
<FCO_Mara> CO: Just got clearance to leave.
<Ens_Solan> ::Thinks about it:: Mara: Now that will be a thinker… to look into your killer’s eyes.… after you’re dead. What ship is this?
<AS-2nd_Kalis> CO: Yes Captain. ::requests permission to leave from the SB::
<CMO_Lennier> ::looks over the scanners in sickbay:: 
<CTO_LtJG_Tom> ::Checking the tactical systems::
<CO_Prin> FCO:  Take us out ¼ impulse.
<AS-2nd_Kalis> CO: We have clearance.
<CEO_Thornne> ::Feels the engine start up, looks over at the XO::
<CMO_Lennier> ::finishes looking over the equipment:: self: OK everything set off to the bridge.
<FCO_Mara> Solan: USS Protecteur.
<CEO_Thornne> XO: Looks like we will be needed elsewhere
<CMO_Lennier> *CO* Everything’s set down here in sickbay on my way to the bridge
<SO_Lt_Berlin> ::Runs over the scans for anything out of the ordinary::
<CO_Prin> *XO* Report to the Bridge
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CEO: Time to go… ::takes a last look at the program::
<FCO_Mara> CO: ¼ impulse and begin to leave docking area.
ACTION: Port gates open, Approach lights activate
<CO_Prin> *CMO* : Very good.
<Ens_Solan> Mara: Does she know about me? ::Nods at the CO::
<CMO_Lennier> ::heads out of sickbay and to the nearest TL::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::sighs:: *CO* I’m on my way captain.
<CMO_Lennier> ::sees the TL and calls the TL::
<CMO_Lennier> ::TL arrives:: TL: bridge
<FCO_Mara> Solan: Yes she does. ::looks at the CO::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> Computer: Save program.
<CO_Prin> ::Looks at the FCO::  FCO:  Mara, is he here ?
<CEO_Thornne> ::exits HD heading for ME::
<CMO_Lennier> ::arrives at the bridge, and walks on::
<FCO_Mara> CO: Yes ma’am he is right beside me.
<CMO_Lennier> CO: I’m here.. 
<CTO_LtJG_Tom> ::taps a few keys, and displays the defensive and offensive capabilities of Protecteur on the secondary console::
<CEO_Thornne> XO: We’ll talk later ::gives a knowing glance toward the XO::
<CMO_Lennier> FCO: how are you feeling?
<CO_Prin> ::looks over:: CMO:  Welcome to the bridge.… ::grinning::  How about taking Ops for a bit ?
<Ens_Solan> ::Looks around for something non vital to flicker to that the CO can know that he’s here::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::grabs the chip from the computer on her way out:: CEO: That would be good, Jonn, thank you.
<FCO_Mara> CMO: I feel fine..
<CMO_Lennier> CO: aye ma’am ::goes over to the ops console in front of the main viewer and sits down::
<SO_Lt_Berlin> ::Leans back in her chair not seeing anything of vast importance on the LRS..… taps some buttons bringing up a variety of different types of sensor sweeps to choose from::
<FCO_Mara> CO: Leaving docking area.
<CMO_Lennier> ::taps a few keys on the console:: CO: orders?
<CO_Prin> AS:  Have you been able to co-ordinate with the XO, about your findings regarding the investigation.
ACTION: Protecteur clears the Omega Prime system and is now in open space
<CO_Prin> FCO:  Steady as we goes..
<CEO_Thornne> ::Enters Main Engineering, looks around missing his familiar surroundings on the Huron::
<CO_Prin> FCO:  Go to Warp 5
<FCO_Mara> CO: Aye ma’am .::looks over nav. charts::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::heads back up to the bridge::
<AS-2nd_Kalis> CO: Sir… the XO has been somewhat… occupied lately. I haven’t had the opportunity to speak with her.
<Ens_Solan> ::Sighs and runs his finger along a padd that is on top of the conn console::
<FCO_Mara> CO: Warp 5 aye.
<CTO_LtJG_Tom> ::powers up all tactical systems, and activates yellow alert.… raises shields to 100% capacity::
<CO_Prin> ::sighs and nods:: AS:  As soon as she gets to the bridge, please bring her up to speed.
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::pockets the chip from the HD and exits TL and steps onto the bridge::
<CMO_Lennier> ::looks over at the XO::
<SO_Lt_Berlin> ::Runs one more LRS sweep of the area looking for any sign of the ship::
<FCO_Mara> ::looks at the flicker of lights on the console::
<AS-2nd_Kalis> CO: Aye Captain.
<CMO_Lennier> ~~~FCO: is Solan here with you?~~~
<CO_Prin> *CEO*:  Please report to the bridge…
<AS-2nd_Kalis> ::walks up to the XO:: XO: The Captain has asked me to brief you on our situation.
<FCO_Mara> ~~~~CMO: Yes he is. He trying to get the CO attention.~~~~
<CMO_Lennier> ~~~FCO: ahh ok~~~
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::steps down towards the centre of the bridge:: AS: All right… ::listens::
<CEO_Thornne> *CO* Aye sir.
<CEO_Thornne> ::Exits ME and heads for the TL::
<CTO_LtJG_Tom> ::Activates tactical sensors and scans the area::
<AS-2nd_Kalis> ::explains the situation and the Captain’s plans to the XO::
<SO_Lt_Berlin> ::Stretches out telepathically just for some exercise and feels an unusual presence on the bridge::
<CMO_Lennier> ~~~SO: that’s the ensign you’re sensing~~~
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::nods listening to the AS::
<CEO_Thornne> ::Enters TL:: Computer: Bridge
<SO_Lt_Berlin> ::Listens carefully.… stretching out telepathically::
<CO_Prin> CTO:  Any sign of the ship ?
ACTION: Protecteur passes by the Manatoulin aiding a convoy. The Manatoulin hails
<SO_Lt_Berlin> ::Doesn’t hear anything at present, but can feel a presence....… returns to her scans::
<CTO_LtJG_Tom> CO: yes ,there is a convoy near us
<CMO_Lennier> CO: sensors indicate its a corellian convoy heading unknown..
<FCO_Mara> CO: Incoming hail from the convoy.
<CEO_Thornne> ::Exits TL, looking around:: CO: Reporting as ordered sir.
<CO_Prin> FCO:  On screen
<CTO_LtJG_Tom> ::scans the ships in the convoy::
<SO_Lt_Berlin> ::Pulls up SRS And scans the convoy carefully::
<Jamie_O> *COM* USS Protecteur, this is USS Manatoulin
<CO_Prin> CEO:  Just a moment.
<FCO_Mara> CO: On screen.
<CO_Prin> COM: USS Manatoulin:  This is Capt Prin, how can I help you ?
<SO_Lt_Berlin> ::Picking up heavy damage, but is unable to determine what kind of weapons fired upon them::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::watches the screen::
<CMO_Lennier> SO: I may be able to cross reference with the computer.. hold
<CEO_Thornne> ::Glances over at the XO::
<CO_Prin> CEO:  I’ve just received new orders for you, please take over the OPS station ::grins::
<SO_Lt_Berlin> ::Waits to inform the CO since she’s busy with the Com...… waits patiently, but has a bad feeling about this.::
<CMO_Lennier> ::Gets up from ops. CEO: all yours
<CEO_Thornne> CO: Aye Sir
<Jamie_O> COM *Prin* This is Lt. Cmdr Ficshemup, We have come to assist a convoy heading through this region of space. The ships are similar in configuration to a Farquaharan Raider, lead by an unknown type ship.
<CMO_Lennier> AS: could we have a word?
<FCO_Mara> CO: slowing to ¼ impulse.
<CMO_Lennier> ::goes and stands besides the XO::
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Sits down at ops, trying to remember his operations training from the academy::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::looks over at the CEO-turned-OPS::
<CO_Prin> COM: Manatoulin:  Has there been much trouble in this region… ?
<CMO_Lennier> OPS: good luck I had no training at the academy. ::smiles::
<AS-2nd_Kalis> CMO: I suppose.
<CMO_Lennier> CO: permission to use your RR
<CTO_LtJG_Tom> SO: I’ll scan their ship with a polaron beam, maybe that way you’ll get more accurate results ::scans the Manatoulin with a polaron beam::
<CO_Prin> ::turns and raises her eyebrows::  CMO:  Ens ?
<Jamie_O> COM *Prin* this area is heavy with convoy traffic. Lots of merchant ships pass through, It is hard to keep tabs.
<FCO_Mara> ::looks over the scans::
<SO_Lt_Berlin> CO: I hate to interrupt ma’am, but I need to speak with you at the first possible moment.
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Scans the ops panels, most are similar to his engineering stations, a few are not::
<AS-2nd_Kalis> CO: Never mind Captain. ::grabs the CMO’s arm and drags him to the TL::
<CMO_Lennier> CO: I just want to talk with the AS
<Ens_Solan> ::Gets a flash back of a memory seeing a green skinned man yelling at him, but he cant make out the words::
<SO_Lt_Berlin> CTO: <w> I have an accurate reading… I just want to wait until the Com is closed before I say anything to the CO.
<FCO_Mara> Solan: Is something a matter?
<CO_Prin> COM: Manatoulin:  Understood. Is there anything we can help you with ?
<CMO_Lennier> AS: I hope there’s no hard feelings about what happened. 
<Jamie_O> COM *Prin* We would appreciate any assistance you can give while we undergo repairs to the convoy
<AS-2nd_Kalis> ::halts the TL:: CMO: Never, under any circumstances, do you ask to use the Captain’s ready room.
<CO_Prin> COM: Manatoulin:  We can help with repairs, just send what you need to my XO and she will see you get what you need.
<Ens_Solan> Mara: I.… I see a green skinned man yelling at me.… then I get a sharp pain in my back, and then nothing..… ::Closes his eyes::
<CMO_Lennier> AS: ma’am I looked around and thought that would be the perfect place.
<Jamie_O> COM *Prin* Copy that. Manatoulin out
<CO_Prin> ::turns:: SO:  What is it… ? You had something to tell me ?
<AS-2nd_Kalis> CMO: And about what happened, I realize I may have been a bit harsh, but you are never again to question my authority, do you understand?
ACTION: The screen returns to the Manatoulin, and the damaged civilian vessels
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Scans the power level readings, and maintains the flow of power to all systems::
<SO_Lt_Berlin> CO: Sir. I’m picking up weapons residue on the convoy ships that match that of the ship leaving the SB, Ma’am.
<FCO_Mara> Solan: like the one on screen.
<CMO_Lennier> AS: yes ma’am but you do have to realize when I’m in SB its my territory, and I would request you respect that.
<CO_Prin> ::sits up straight::  SO:  Are you sure about that ?
<SO_Lt_Berlin> CO: Aye, Ma’am .As certain as I can possibly be.
<AS-2nd_Kalis> CMO: So long as you respect me, and especially in front of the other officers.
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CO: Possible lead, so early in the hunt?
<CO_Prin> CTO:  Plot a return course from where the Convoy came, see if you can pick up the ship ?
<CMO_Lennier> AS: aye. although you did catch me off guard and used what I thought was a threatening tone.
<CO_Prin> XO:  It would be too good to be true…
<CO_Prin> XO:  Have you gotten the repair requests yet from the Manatoulin ?
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> To know one in particular: much like a baited trap
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CO: It would.… Is it true? Seems to me the terrans have a saying: If it seems to be to good to be true it usually is… ::looks down at console:: Not yet…
<CTO_LtJG_Tom> CO: aye ma’am .::scans the convoy’s course and plots the return course:: FCO: The CO ordered me to change course. I modified it and send it to your console.
<AS-2nd_Kalis> CMO: I suppose it was. Just watch what you say next time and we’ll get along just fine.
<CMO_Lennier> AS: aye ma’am. .
<CO_Prin> OPS:  Open a channel to the Manatoulin.
<FCO_Mara> CTO: receiving data now.
<Ens_Solan> ::Closes his eyes and tries to think:: Mara: I do not know.…
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Opens channel::
<SO_Lt_Berlin> ::Hears the presence on the bridge speaking......… tries to listen::
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> COM: Manatoulin this is the Huro.. ah I mean Protecteur
<AS-2nd_Kalis> CMO: And as for calling me ma’am…
<CMO_Lennier> AS: aye
<AS-2nd_Kalis> CMO: I’d prefer “sir.”
<CMO_Lennier> AS: aye sir
<FCO_Mara> Solan: It will come back too you.
<Jamie_O> *COM* Protecteur, go ahead
<Ens_Solan> Mara: All I can remember is Green skin, a dagger in the back, and the words assassin
<CO_Prin> COM: Manatoulin:  Our scans revealed that the convoy was possibly attacked by the ship we are looking for.   We are going to track it down. The XO is now sending teams over to help you… We will a be back as soon as we can. Prin out.
<CO_Prin> XO:  Please get the extra teams over to the Manatoulin.… FCO: Go to Warp 3 as soon as the transport is down…
<CMO_Lennier> AS: now that we’ve gotten that straightened out lets head back to the bridge. agreed?
<FCO_Mara> Solan: green skin like the Gorn.
<AS-2nd_Kalis> ::unlocks the TL doors, re-enters the bridge::
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Closes channel::
<Ens_Solan> Mara: I don’t think he’s a Gorn.… I don’t even think he’s green… I don’t know what I think…
<CMO_Lennier> ::enters the bridge behind the AS, and waits by tac::
<FCO_Mara> CO: Aye ma’am warp three.
<CMO_Lennier> ~~~FCO: what’s Solan saying~~~
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Routes power to the warp Nacelles in preparation for the warp jump::
<SO_Lt_Berlin> ::Sits forward at her station.… legs crossed..… eyes running over the scans… searching for an answer or a clue::
<FCO_Mara> ~~~~CMO: He can’t seem to remember his death.~~~~
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::Sends orders down through the ship to send a crew off to the Manatoulin::
<CMO_Lennier> ~~~FCO: very strange~~~
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Notices the transport in progress:
<FCO_Mara> ~~~~CMO: I agree but not enough information to tell the CO yet.~~~~~
ACTION: Incoming emergency distress
<CMO_Lennier> ~~~FCO: keep at it~~~
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> XO: Transport complete
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> OPS: Thanks you Lt.
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> CO: Emergency distress signal coming in sir
<CO_Prin> OPS:  On screen
<FCO_Mara> CO: Setting course and speed.
<CMO_Lennier> ::stands up straight as hears that::
<CO_Prin> FCO:  One moment Lt..
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Puts the distress signal on screen::
<CTO_LtJG_Tom> ::raises head, and looks at the screen::
<FCO_Mara> CO: yes Ma’am .::hits button to correct mistake::
ACTION: ThPhht S.S. Grainge <phht> Require Immed <phht> Stance <phht>
<CO_Prin> COM: Unknown Vessel: This is Capt Prin of the USS Protecteur… What is wrong ?
<SO_Lt_Berlin> ::Watches the screen intently..… trying to sense if it is real or something to throw them off track::
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Attempts to get a bearing on the distress signal::
<CMO_Lennier> ::listens intently as he walks slowly towards the TL::
<CO_Prin> COM: USS Grange:  Can you repeat. You signal is not clear…
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Boosts signal gain::
ACTION: S.S. <phht> Inger. Under attack. 900 Soul <phht>
<CO_Prin> OPS:  Can you lock on to their signal… ?
ACTION: the signal is lost
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> CO: I am trying to sir
<CMO_Lennier> ::changes his mind and walks down to conn::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> OPS: Any way to clear out some of that background noise?
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> CO: I have a lock sir, patching co-ordinates to FCO now
<CMO_Lennier> ::looks back at the CO:: CO: I think I should think about heading down to SB. agreed?
<CO_Prin> OPS:  Acknowledge… ::nods at the CMO::
<FCO_Mara> Ops: receiving the co-ordinates.
<CO_Prin> FCO:  Go to Warp 5.
<CMO_Lennier> ::walks off the bridge and into the TL::
<CO_Prin> CTO:  Go to Red alert.
<CMO_Lennier> computer: sickbay
<FCO_Mara> CO: Aye warp five.
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Puts the recorded signal through several com filters to clear out the static::
<SO_Lt_Berlin> CO: Sir, this isn’t a rouse. I can sense that it is real.
<CTO_LtJG_Tom> CO: aye ma’am ::raises shield, activates weapons, and activates Red Alert status::
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Monitors the power flow readings as demand on power systems increase::
<CO_Prin> ::becomes somber::  SO:  Understood.
<CMO_Lennier> ::gets to deck 3 where sickbay is ::walks into sickbay::
<CO_Prin> FCO:  ETA ?
<FCO_Mara> CO: 15 Min. ma’am
<CMO_Lennier> ::prepares sickbay for possible casualties::
<CO_Prin> AS:  Co-ordinate with the CTO for a battle plan in case..
<CMO_Lennier> *CO* sickbays ready
<SO_Lt_Berlin> ::Runs a series of LRS scans trying to find any other information::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::Checks computer database for any records or recent mission logs on the SS Graing.. ::
<CO_Prin> *CMO*:  Acknowledged
<AS-2nd_Kalis> CO: Yes, sir.
<CMO_Lennier> *CO* can you spare an cross trained crew member to assist me in sickbay?
<AS-2nd_Kalis> ::heads over to the CTO’s station and watches the console over his shoulder::
<FCO_Mara> Solan: What else can you remember?
<CO_Prin> *CMO*:  If needed. Lets see what we are in for first…
<CMO_Lennier> *CO* aye 
<Ens_Solan> Mara: The green was just a flash.… I don’t remember his face or I didn’t see him. I do however remember his voice… it was deep, and he talked slow, and it sounded like pure evil…
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Puts the raiders on main view screen::
<CTO_LtJG_Tom> ::looks at AS:: AS: what do you suggest for our attack tactics?
ACTION: Protecteur enters visual range
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Magnifies the screen to focus on the Grainger::
<CO_Prin> ::watches the screen::
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> CO: Visual range, on screen now
<CO_Prin> FCO:  Come between the raiders and the Grainger…
ACTION: four ships can be seen attacking the Grainger
<AS-2nd_Kalis> CTO: Watch their weapons closely… they may have some kind of trick planned…
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Scans the com frequencies looking for the frequencies used by the raiders::
<SO_Lt_Berlin> ::Looking over SRS::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::looks over the info pulled up:: CO: This ship looks like a target on warp nacelles: a little gambling ship.
<AS-2nd_Kalis> ::takes the console next to the CTO and begins reconfiguring the weapons systems::
<FCO_Mara> CO: Aye ma’am .::changing course to put us in between the ships::
ACTION: The leader of the attack party breaks formation and heads towards Protecteur, weapons charged
<SO_Lt_Berlin> ::Realizes this really isn’t a good sign::
<CO_Prin> FCO:  Evasives.…
<CTO_LtJG_Tom> ::loads quantum torpedoes, and charges photon cannons::
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Stands by with reserve power for shields and weapons::
<CO_Prin> CTO:  Lock onto the lead ship, but don’t fire yet.
<FCO_Mara> CO: plotting evasive move ::
ACTION: the lead ship stops at 25 KM, and stops, bow to bow with Protecteur
<CMO_Lennier> *XO* what’s going on up there?
<CTO_LtJG_Tom> CO: aye ma’am ::locks weapons on the raider::
<SO_Lt_Berlin> ::Using scanners.… logs the ships attack patterns trying to get information the computer can use to extrapolate for a possible counter defense::
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> *Engineering* I will need all and I do mean ALL available power on my command
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> *CMO* Prepared for casualties… hopefully we won’t have any…
<CO_Prin> ::stands and straightens her uniform:: OPS: Open hailing frequencies…
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Knows how engineers like to hold just a little back in reserves::
<CMO_Lennier> *XO* aye ma’am .I’m ready down here but could use a cross trained personnel to assist me in the MO role? 
ACTION: no response
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Opens Hailing frequencies:: CO: Hailing frequencies open
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> CO: they are not responding sir.
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> *CMO* How about the EMH and some of the other Drs?
<CMO_Lennier> *XO* no EMH here. well not that I’ve been able to determine.
<CO_Prin> OPS:  I see… hail again.… CTO:  If they don’t answer this time, fire a warning shot.
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Continues to hail the raider::
<CMO_Lennier> *XO* no EMH.. 
<FCO_Mara> ::looks up at the screen::
ACTION: No response, the Pulse cannons on the raider begin to light up
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> *CMO* Pull your staff together then… if worst comes to worst, I’ll assist you down there…
<CTO_LtJG_Tom> ::fires weak burst from the photon cannons::
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> CO: Still no response
<CMO_Lennier> *XO* aye. ::calls all available medical personnel
<CO_Prin> CTO:  Fire a warning shot…
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Routes power to shields in preparation of incoming fire::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::turns her attention back to the bridge activities::
<CTO_LtJG_Tom> ::fires another shot::
<CO_Prin> FCO:  Back us off
<CTO_LtJG_Tom> ::reconfigures photon cannons to maximum efficiency::
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Continues to try and hail the Raider::
ACTION: the Raider turns, and fires on the Grainger. The other 3 follow suit. The Grainger explodes
<CMO_Lennier> ::only gets one nurse to arrive. ALL the rest are back at SB71::
<AS-2nd_Kalis> ::programs the tactical computer with a firing pattern not easily traced by enemy scanners::
<FCO_Mara> CO: Aye backing off .
<CO_Prin> ::pales as she sees the Grainger explodes::  SO:  Any life pods!!
<SO_Lt_Berlin> CO: Checking, Sir.
ACTION: Incoming Voice only message: *COM* Protecteur Now you have seen my wrath. The channel cuts, and the Raiders warp out
<CMO_Lennier> *XO* I only got one nurse. the rest of my staff are back on SB, could use you down here when you get a chance.
<CO_Prin> FCO:  Follow the raiders.…
<CTO_LtJG_Tom> ::looks at the explosion, and hopes the CO will order them to pursue and destroy the raiders::
<SO_Lt_Berlin> CO: I’m not detecting any life pods jettisoned Sir.
<FCO_Mara> ::plots course to follow the raiders::
<Ens_Solan> Mara: That’s him! That’s the man!!!!! I know his voice!
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Reroutes power from weapons to engines::
<CMO_Lennier> *XO* any casualties up there?
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::Looks to the CO:: CO: Apparently my assistance is required in SB… 
<CO_Prin> FCO:  Engages.… ::becomes tight lipped at the SO’s news::
<FCO_Mara> Solan: that him the one that killed you.
<Ens_Solan> Mara: Yes…
ACTION: One of the raiders fires a Subspace Weapon, disrupting subspace behind it
<CMO_Lennier> *XO* no need no casualties. you can remain on the bridge. I will call you when I need you.
<FCO_Mara> CO: That voice Solan said that’s who killed him.
<SO_Lt_Berlin> ::tries to shut the voices of those on the Grainger as they screamed out in their final moments::
<CO_Prin> FCO:  He is sure ?
<FCO_Mara> CO: Yes he is
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::Shakes her head at the CMO who can’t make up his mind:: CO: Never mind that…
<FCO_Mara> CO: We just lose our warp.
<CO_Prin> ::is not listening to the XO, is still staring at the screen::
ACTION: CTO picks up an incoming ship on Sensors. Federation, New Orleans Class
<CO_Prin> OPS:  See what you can do about the Warp drive..
<CTO_LtJG_Tom> ::detects a ship on sensors:: CO: I detect a ship on sensors, it’s Federation, and New Orleans class
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> CO: Aye sir
ACTION: Federation Transponder Signal registers as NCC-61245
<CO_Prin> ::barely hears:: CTO:  Lt, I’m sorry… what did you say ?
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CTO: What ship is it?
<SO_Lt_Berlin> ::Desperately trying to find something on LRS or SRS::
<CTO_LtJG_Tom> CO: I’m detecting a ship on sensors, it’s the Huron
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Looks back at the CTO::
<CO_Prin> CTO:  Acknowledged… Hail her..
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::spins around to face the CTO:: CTO: Are you sure?
<CO_Prin> ::rubbing her temples::
<CTO_LtJG_Tom> XO: positive, the transponder signals match
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Working with the engineering teams attempting to get a stable warp field::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CTO: What’s she doing out of dock?
ACTION: the ship drops out of warp, and enters visual range.
<CTO_LtJG_Tom> XO: I really don’t know
<CMO_Lennier> ::sits in sickbay:: 
<CTO_LtJG_Tom> COM: USS Huron: This is the USS Protecteur, what are you doing here?
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::Turns back to face the viewscreen and see who answers and with what to say::
<Jamie_O> COM *Protecteur* This is Captain Richard Skyler Temporary guardian of the USS Huron. ::smiles:: I brought your ship back Kayta
<CO_Prin> ::sits back down in her chair:: Self: 900 lives…
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Thinks temporary guardian::
<CO_Prin> COM: Huron: Its good to see her Richard… I wish you got here sooner though… ::sighs::
<Jamie_O> COM *Protecteur* Is there something wrong Captain?
<CO_Prin> COM: Huron:  Yeah, it seamed out murder had some friends… They just destroyed the Grainger. 900 lives lost.
<Jamie_O> *COM* We monitored the Distress call, and the subsequent attack. Repairs were rushed on the Huron after your encounter with the Manatoulin
<CO_Prin> ::barely audible:: COM: Huron:  But it was too late.…
<OPS_Lt_Thornne> ::Wonders when the captain will request to abandon this tin can for the Huron::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::Looks down at the CO:: CO: You don’t look too well, sir.… ::Concerned::
<Jamie_O> *COM* The Huron is your ship once again. She is waiting for you captain.
<CO_Prin> ::not looking:: XO:  I’ll be fine.… COM: Huron:  Aye Sir.… We will beam over soonest…
<Jamie_O> COM *Prin* I would like to see you captain at your earliest once you get back. Skyler out.
<CO_Prin> ::sighs:: Self:  Aye Sir..
<Jamie_O> <<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>

